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“Blessed be the LORD God of Israel; For He hath visited and redeemed His people, And hath raised up and horn of salvation for
us in the house of his servant David; as he spake by the mouth of his holy prophets, which have been since the world began; That
we should be saved from our enemies and from the hand of all that hate us; to perform the mercy promised to our fathers and to
remember his holy covenant; The oath which he sware to our father Abraham, That he would grant unto us, that we being delivered
out of the hand of our enemies might serve him without fear, in holiness and righteousness before him, all the days of our lives.”
Luke 1:68-75; the Anglo-Saxon-Celtic-Germanic-Scadinavian people are ISRAEL!
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NEWS FROM SAXON NETHERLANDS
Adam de Witt
SIGNS AND WONDERS

My stay in Holland coincided with the Seventh Trump,
the Day of Covering (Atonement) and the feast of Booths.
The 7th Trump calls in the 7th month.
I made a point to take my ‘trump’ or horn with me upon
which is written “To make known the year to cast off man’s
yoke.” To my reckoning, based on the moon cycle from the
eventide or equinox, the 7th month began on Wed 27th of
September. So I blew the horn over the Maas River which
flows through half of North-Western Europe. It was therefore
heart-warming to see on the news that serious outbreaks of
violence began shortly thereafter at the Temple Mount in
Jerusalem, (the stumbling block) between the Canaanites
(Jews) and the Palestinians. Within 12 days the death toll was
90!
Ten days after the 7th trump is the Day of Covering
(caphor or kipur) in which we (true Israelites) recall our forefathers faintheartedness for not going into the promised land.
We however as Identity believers (those who know they are
the true descendants of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob), should
have enough trust in our Head (His Royal Highness King
Jesus) and our Father (the Great I Am) to be ready to take the
promised land, namely, be ready to take the responsibility to
rule Saxon-Israelite lands in righteousness under God’s
Laws. We start with our flesh first, and then the Real Estate
such as Holland, Germany, Australia, New Zealand, Switzerland, Austria and so on. Are we ready to trust HRH King
Jesus? Then 5 days later, five days after the Day of Covering
in which we believe we are covered, we then take part in the
7-day ‘wedding feast.’ This symbolizes the 7 days (or ages)
needed to get the bride ready to accept the groom. This is a
feast of 7 wine offerings. Wine has alcohol or ‘ghost’ thus 7
outpourings of Holy Ghost. On the 8th day the bride ‘gets the
picture’ and is wed, deemed clean. This is when we come
into the temple or Booth, made without hands, hence Feast of
Booths.
It is very significant that the troubles in Palestine (Israeli)
are to do with the Temple Mount. Our Temple, tabernacle or
booth is being cleansed, that is to say, Israelite-Saxons (who
are in the know) are trying to ‘clean up their act.’ They are
trying to cut themselves off from Canaanite influences. They
say, “We don’t need this rubbish in our lives, we don’t need
pop ‘music’, multicultural-genocidal tripe, we will not let the
wolves mentally rape our children with the Molech ideas
pumped out daily at schools, the media, and in public places.”
The Israeli-Canaanites on the other hand were looking
forward to their Yom Kipur; “Kipur” which shares the same

root word as does our word “Cover.” The Day of Atonement or Covering for them under a ‘tables are turning’
scenario means their covering has been withdrawn, and
covering comes to the rightful heirs. Thus we are covered. Because the Jews are Canaanites they were not covered at Passover at Masada in 70 AD and were struck
down as the Egyptians were before by the messenger of
death. Death did not ‘pass over’ them but struck them
proving they were not Israelites.
As a sign that the tables are turning, again the Jews
are in trouble at a crucial point. For if they were Israel,
they’d be covered during the feast of covering. Instead,
their covering has been taken away in the month that
calls in the Feast of Booths. Proving again, as in 70AD,
the Jews are NOT Israelites. (recommended: tapes #A8013 The Marks of Israel, #A-8014 The Marks of Israel
compared to The Jews, #A-8119 The Marks of Esau and
#A-8120 The Marks of Esau compared to The Jews
($16 the 4) The veil that blinds the rest of our kinfolk to
their identity will only be lifted when the Canaanites are
wiped out by the sword (of Islam?), see Ezekiel’s prophecy against Mt Seir (Ez. 35). The Canaanites are loosing
the plot, fast! A spokesman for the ‘Sword of Islam’ said
(Wed 1-10-2000) “The uprising will not stop until we are
free from Israeli (counterfeit chosen ones) occupation.”
In other words, the Canaanite state will come to an end,
and thus, as of the Day of Covering the end was sealed;
the covering for the Canaanites (Mt Seir) has been taken
away (Ezek 35). [recommended reading: The Secret
Relationship Between Blacks and Jews, by the Nation of
Islam, #477 @ $38.00 posted]
Pretty well the next day after the Palestinian stated
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May God bless and prosper you in this new year!

eral-minded, melting-pot-supremists who love and trust
the Jewish occupation will end, another major sign happened.
their central government. A haven for Canaanite plunderGerhart Schröder, the puppet Chancellor of occupied Gerers and their multicultural 5th columnists. Collaborators
many, went to lay a wreath at the eternal flame at the Hoaxto the Canaanites run the media and local governments.
acaust monument in Jewish Occupied Palestine (better known
Holland is the gateway to Europe, it is Babylon’s footas Israel to most). The flame, the symbol of the ‘magic’ 6 milstool. So if ever there would be a turn around there, there
lion, the flame that at the same time represents Jewish aspiramust be hope for Saxons (Saxon is from the name Isaac
tions that their folk can not be snuffed, that flame ... ... was
and the word, son, ... thus, Isaac’s son ... hence ‘Sacson to
snuffed! Yes, on November 2, 2000 Schröder accidently hit a
Saxon) everywhere.
switch that turned off the flame. No amount of tampering by
Do we see a transfer of authority, namely a shift from
embarrassed officials could turn it on. In the end, some one
pro-Jewish-Babylonian thinking to Jesus’ apartness,
turned it on with a cigarette lighter. It also reminds me of the
aparthood, apartheid, holiness? “And He (Jesus) shall
account of the temple fire that the priest let go out and relit
separate them one from another, as a shepherd divideth
with a strange fire, ... God capped them. Here is a counterfeit
his sheep from the goats.” Matt 25:32. The answer is,
fire for a counterfeit nation, by a counterfeit priestcraft, it
Yes! All of HRH King Jesus’ judgments are righteous.
went out and had to be relit by a ‘strange fire.’ Basically the
Bringing in the worst of the heathen is working. Even
fire of Jewish life has gone out during the time of “non-covermany of the most liberal-minded Saxon-Hollanders
ing.” That an occupied German chancellor did this speaks
respond to media reported misvolumes.
deeds thus, “Oh, the criminal is
God gave the Jews the authority
NEW BOOK:
to rule, to bring forth the fruit of the Secret Relationship Between Blacks most likely to be a black or an
asylum-seeker...” When over
Kingdom. The Jews wanted to do
and Jews. by Nation of Islam
there, I found that many of the
this on their terms so their ‘fruit’ is
# 477 @ sug. don. $38.00 posted.
Dutch in Holland hide behind a
rotten. Ask any Arab. Afterall
through Abraham’s seed shall all the Controversial, much-discussed exposé of the mask of tolerance, yet when they
nations be blessed. Seeing that no important Jewish role in the African slave know they can safely be frank,
one was blessed with the forming of trade, in the much-neglected Carribean and they show a dislike of ‘buitenthe Jewish state (other than the Jews)
South American colonies as well as in the landers,’ (outlanders or nonit stands to reason the Jews are not British colonies of North America. Based on whites). Many complain, “Holland is not Holland anymore.”
Israelites!. At first the Jews were
impeccable, but long obscure, historical
And, like in Australia, the Judeounstoppable in building their land.
scholarship, it is far from a Black Muslim churches are all but empty. The
That’s because God gave them the
tirade. Important for anyone interested in land of Zebulon is ripe for
chance to fulfill the ‘Esau blessing,’
to rule for a while. But now that rule American, Jewish, and Black history, as well Christian truth. [get your own
is over. It could not last for a start. It
as the facts behind today’s strident Black- copy of Strange Parallel, the
video which takes you to visit the
was not built upon the cornerstone
Jewish controversy. Pb.334pp.
land of windmills, dykes and
Jesus, God’s Son. Then again, to do
tulips as you discover a remarkable parallel between the
so for them, would be impossible, after all, Jesus died for the
Dutch and their country, and Jacob’s blessing to his son
Israelites, not for those that call themselves Jews (Rev 2:9,
Zebulon, and what he saw in the future for his descen3:9, Luke 19:27)
dants. sug.don. $20 posted] Folks are fed up in Holland
With the covering taken away from the Edomites/
with high taxes, intrusive government, ‘buitenlanders,’
Canaanites/Jews we thus need to see the covering being transliberal laws, prostitution, homos and drugs. God is movferred to Jacob’s Isaac-sons, namely to us. Remember, the
ing in the land and the social climate, for the Canaanites,
world will rejoice when Mt Seir is fordone (Ezek 35) so we
is becoming less friendly. This is a European trend. Halleare in the early stages of the transfer of authority. Proof that
luyah!
our folk are getting ready to have their eyes opened was
Indeed, in Italy (Algemeen Dagblad, 23/9/00) a group
given. Remember the fall of Babylon is more a transfercalled the Christian Alternative listed the names of 10,000
ence of authority rather than a total crash. (similar to one
Jewish families on the internet, reversing the tactic carried
government being in office one day, and another taking over
out by Jews in Australia who published One Nation supthe following day. Everything continues on, but under new
porters’ names. If Jews can dish it out, then they ought to
laws). The Identity movement is part of this outworking.
be able to take it ... the tables are turning. (see last
Though that was limited to those that have ears to hear,
month’s newsletter, page 6, You Either Support Multiculthe Barley types of true Israel; but what of the more stubborn
turalism or You Don’t). I should have guessed the winds
Wheat and Grape types of our kin?
(spirit, ghost, gas) of change were coming a few years
If Holland is anything to go by then the news is grim.
ago. In ‘liberal’ Holland, a coloured young girl was
Once Holland was one of the most conservative nations on
drowning in a large pond; Dutch bystanders did nothing.
earth. In the late 1800s if a boy was interested in a girl he dare
Some were heard to say, “Well, she’s likely to be an illenot talk to her, he had to visit her parents and socialize with
gal anyway.” Are the Dutch heartless? No! Their hearts
them. He had to do as if he was not even interested in her.
for once are beginning to care for Saxons rather than the
During social visits she would be allowed to be in the same
invading ‘buitenlanders.’ It is at grass roots without cenroom, and if the chat so went, they could say something to
tral control, it cannot be stopped. That to me, reminds me
each other. Asking her out would be taken to mean the young
of a sign of the times when the Bible teaches that the
man thought her to be loose.
hearts of the fathers will turn to their children. This can be
Today, anything goes - other than speaking the truth
taken several ways, one thing is clear though, it is a turnabout Jesus’ Kingdom. Holland is ‘chocka-block’ full of lib-
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ing of the hearts of kin to kin, namely Saxon to Saxon rather Blanc] before the heavens really opened. We were just in
time to miss the terrible storms and floods you will have
than Saxon to stranger (zûwr, #H2114 in Strong’s Concordance: the outlander). The days of the ‘collaborators’ (Sax- read about, although the rains had started. We were
marooned there for three nights [nice ski village] with no
ons that brown nose to Canaanites) are numbered.
problem other than having to stand in the pulpit of John
==================================
Calvin and John Knox. The effect of the Reformation is
And Arnold Kennedy reports the following from Europe:
Our adventures have taken us through a dozen coun- noticeable in Switzerland and is acknowledged in law. It
tries. To recap, we started in Holland where we made some then was off to Berne where we stopped only one night
good friends, but we got lost there every day - sometimes before travelling East to try to find some friends whom
every half hour. The minor road signage was better in Ger- we had lost track of.
This story goes back 10-11 years when we were picmany, including East and West Berlin. One strange thing we
discovered was how much of Holland and northern Ger- nicking on fruit-cake and cheese in New Zealand. we
many is built upon sand. We could not help thinking about noticed a young couple that obviously were cycling
around NZ. We shared our food with them. We did not
the house built upon the sand. We noticed the sand by
know at the time they were
observing excavations for
hungry having no cash
buildings and new autobahns.
NEW BOOK
because of a NZ long weekAfter driving through Gerend. They were Swiss and
many we spent time in the
later stayed at home with us
Nuremberg (South Germany)
by Pastor Lawrence Blanchard
area before heading towards This book offers a look at Christian-Identity theology in a in NZ. Well, we could not
find them in Switzerland
Austria bunking down eventusystematic fashion, answering questions such as: •Did all even through the last known
ally in Vienna (Wein). Of
course we did the so-called races come from Adam? •Are all races under the law of address, which was a café,
“Blue Danube” cruise, which God? •What is the gospel? •For whom did Jesus Christ but no one there spoke Engturned out to be a boring trip die? •Is America in the Bible? •Does salvation in Christ lish. The people tried to help
on a muddy river. We deliber- apply to all races? •Who are the only parties to the Bibli- but could not. So we became
ately by-passed Prague and cal covenants? •Who is the church comprised of? •Who desperate. This was when a
blowsey
German
Bucharest for three reasons.
are the only inhabitants of New Jerusalem? And much large
woman
walked
in
the
door.
[a] We had had enough of more! The Christian Identity movement is drawing the ire
She
said,
“You
need
help,
old historical buildings and
of the powerful Jewish controlled organizations, the
Ja”?
So
we
agreed
“Ja,
Ja.”
dead religious temples in the media and even many Judeo-Christian leaders. Why? Is
To
cut
this
short,
she
turned
form of cathedrals,
it a “cult”? Does it preach a “gospel of hate”?
out to be the editor of the
[b] The difficulty of large#581 sug don $27.00
local newspaper. After quite
city traffic jams,
a
number
of
cell
phone
calls
and giving orders, she
[c] Parking problems.
located
our
friends
who
were
living
about 7 Km away.
Whilst exploring Southern Austria we accidentally took
Anna
said
to
the
German
woman,
“I
think
you must be an
a wrong turn and found ourselves on a motorway in the
angel.”
She
replied,
“I
think
so
too
...
I
do
not normally
wrong direction. In due course we found ourselves facing
come
for
coffee
at
this
time
of
day.”
Our
friends
lodged us
the border guards of Slovenia. Once we passed that hurdle
in
a
caravan,
and
this
became
our
local
Swiss
base.
Not a
we found ourselves at a toll-booth but had no local curbad
spot
as
it
was
only
half
an
hour
from
Lichtenstein,
rency. After a hassle they took some German marks and
gave us several thousand local currency units in change. Austria, and Germany.
Being near, this enables us to visit Lichtenstein for a
Anyway, we found digs at the capital city in the evening.
great
day. At one stage we went to 8,000 feet in a ski chair
On asking a man for directions to the city centre he offered
lift
and
in the capital Vaduz we saw a large marquee
to take us in his car. He finished up taking us on a city tour,
where
they
were celebrating the end of the wine harvest.
even paying for our entry fees to such as the local castle,
There
were
omm-pa and accordion bands, excellent male
and thence to the flashiest restaurant in town .... quite amazchoirs,
yodelling
and such. Yes, quite an agreeable time.
ing. After quitting from Slovenia near Trieste the cell phone
There
we
filled
up
on the local specialty. This sounds odd
pipped and the message was, “Welcome to Italy, we hope
but
was
good.
It
consisted of macaroni, cheese, fried
you enjoy your stay, etc”. No place to hide, eh?
onions,
and
topped
off with stewed apple.
We went down the Adriatic coast of Italy [visiting VenNext
we
stayed
in a very small village near Bodensee
ice on the way], crossing the central Alps savoring small
[Lake
Constance
area]
in the Salem area of the German
village culture and the scenery, and then eventually arrived
far
south.
It
was
a
profitable
time with a lovely family. We
at Florence. From thence we moved to Pisa and next moved
did
some
local
exploring
[it
is the area where the ZeppeNorth. By this time it was getting too cold to camp out. We
lins
and
also
the
Dornier
bombers
were made]. Next we
next moved around the Riviera to France stopping at the
wound
our
way
up
the
Rhine
Valley
to Strasburg. We
Principality of Monte Carlo. We took the coast road to Nice
drove
around
for
a
time
but
could
find
no
accommodation
and thence to Cannes, only to get stuck in an awful traffic
of
any
kind
since
the
European
Parliament
was in session.
jam into the city. So we headed North to the Provence disAfter
enduring
the
usual
traffic
standstills
we headed off
trict as Anna had set her heart on going there. We did not
across
France
to
Alsace
where
we
stayed
in
a delightful
approach Spain because of problems at the border. After
small
village
with
every
acre
planted
in
white-wine
stopping in Provence we took a minor road through the
grapes.
From
there
we
“did”
more
of
France,
Luxemburg
French Alps ... an awesome drive. At Grenoble we turned
towards Switzerland arriving at Chemonix [near Mont and Belgium. Major roads in Slovenia, Italy and France
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are toll roads, and so we tended to take minor roads to cut to BSE. In France in small-town newspapers we found
costs. The German autobahns seem to be the safest high- there was BSE in France, but there has been no word in
ways in Europe even if there is no speed limit! The major the UK newspapers. Following we hope to give some
rule is that one must give way when another wants to pass. It impressions of the European scene and observations we
is amazing how they comply and how early they do it. A have made.
flick of the lights is the signal. Even when we were doing
ECONOMICS
200Kph these mean German road machines would fly past,
One of our first impressions of England was of empty
doing at least 250Kph.
warehouses and factories. we started to wonder if anyone
From the time of leaving UK we were just hours away was producing anything in England. For instance we saw
from getting caught by the fuel crisis where the roads were bricks made in Holland being used. There is little in the
blockaded by trucks. We observed the road-block drama at way of new buildings or of new roads in the UK. But
the Brandenburg gate in Berlin being there on that day. We when we hit Europe, what a contrast! From Holland to
saw part of the Berlin wall and check-point Charlie. We sat Austria we saw many tower cranes on the skyline, both in
one night near Austria within striking distance of five coun- the cities and in the countryside. There were trucks carrytries, watching the situation before deciding where to go ing building materials - indeed, the roads were clogged
where there might be petrol. In Belgium Anna had what with heavy trucks, often nose to tail in perhaps a line of
some might call a premonition and so we crossed the chan- thirty, one behind the other on the autobahns. The whole
nel early and thus escaped the dreadful storm. Six of the atmosphere breathes prosperity. It seemed to be lesser in
huge ferries could not berth for 19 hours ... that is how bad degree in Italy and France, but they are still a long way
the storm was.
ahead of the UK. Right across
Tape Of The Month
Back in the UK I experienced
Germany there are extensive
my first blizzard with horizontal #A-7208 Who Are The true Christians? 1&2 road works and new autobahns.
snow in the gales. It is horrible and
As soon as we crossed into a
quite miserable and so very cold Answered by the parable of the sower in Matt. non-EU country, the first thing
when outdoors, but our friends all 13:2-23. The “wicked” hate “the word of the we noted was the absence of
have warm houses. UK is having
Kingdom.” How to identify true Christians. the lines of heavy trucks. And
the worst floods ever with hunwe noted the older age of many
#A-7209 Nehemiah and the Patriots on the
dreds of roads being closed and
vehicles there. The only new
many of the railways at a stand- Money System. 6 broadcasts on Nehemiah 5. highway we saw outside of the
still. In UK it is not like the Alps God’s method of destroying the power of the EU was in Slovenia and it was
storm that we experienced where
indicated to us that building
usurers. Must listening!
ancient villages were destroyed by
this highway was one of the
this month only, two tapes $7 posted
walls of mud and rock slides, but
conditions for Slovenia to be
here it is just water, water everywhere, with lots of fallen considered for EU entry. Actually, this roadway was a
trees. It is reported that there were over 1,000 trees fallen really impressive and massive work through the mounacross the railway tracks. (not allowed to cut down trees? tains. It will be a new link between Italy and Austria, so
God can knock them down anyway - should have been good avoiding the high Alps. So if we we did know better, we
for the saw-mills! CIM) The Daily Telegraph newspaper would support the EU and a common currency; [when
headlines today read, “Britain Coming Off The Rails. there, this is how one feels]. Even “Christian” businessThree million facing water shortage. Panic Fuel men are all for the EU. To us it appeared obvious that the
UK is deliberately being brought down so that the UK will
Buying, Train delays for two years,”
Then it goes on to talk about disruption to electricity submit to the EU. For instance, diesel and petrol are much
supplies with thousands already without electric power and more expensive in the UK than in the EU. As a consethen talks about the possibility of riots and possibly martial quence truckies in the UK are going out of business. The
law. With the weather forecast for more severe weather we press has reported that 68% of the trucks on the roads in
have talked about leaving the UK while the going is good. England are foreign owned and operated. It is not just the
At present our plans are to go next to Lancaster, Birming- price of fuel that is the reason for the fuel blockades. It is
ham and Wales before making our way back across the the price inequality that is the problem. Britain cannot use
Southern Coast where we have a number of contacts, but the its own crude oil at cost. Shell Oil is making a profit of 26
weather forecast is for more floods, so it does not look good. million pounds per day out of North Sea oil. Stupid, eh?
we can only go where roads are open. we cannot even buy a Britain could have the cheapest fuel in Europe.
At our Bed and Breakfast where we stayed in Holland
spare petrol can ... all are sold and that in itself is a panic
sign already. The Government declares the problems are all for a time, there were two English labourers who were
due to global warming, even if it is much colder than normal working in Holland. Even flying back to the UK each
for this time of the year. We have wondered if weather mod- weekend, they said they were better off than if they
ifications trials are the real problem ... or if this is deliberate worked in the UK. It is said that most English bricklayers
to create a necessary crisis for control purposes (listen to are now working in Europe. It all is a sad picture and we
Sheldon Emry’s tape Who Is tampering With God’s would say, politics comes first here, not the people.
FEAR
Weather? #A-8319 @ $4, CIM)
There
is
genuine
fear
in Europe about being heard
Headlines just seen today are: “PREPARE FOR
HELL” i.e. for 90-100Mph winds that are expected with saying anything nationalistic. People said to me, “Do not
heavy rain. Thousands of bankruptcies are expected. In cit- let anyone hear you say that in public.” One man in
ies like York shops cannot open with the streets being under Nuremberg thought Anna and I might be from the Police.
water. Many people cannot get to work and some schools He kept looking nervously up and down the road outside
are closed. The economic consequences are enormous. The of his house. He did not really want to know us. In Southpapers are talking about martial law and about 1,000 army ern Germany, we were told that if there is any suspicion of
personnel being trained to drive petrol tankers. There is also having any nationalistic writing in a house, the Police will
search the house. So much for Human Rights and of free
talk about riots.
And, there is talk about killing all sheep in the UK due speech! (no doubt something that everyone can look for-
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ward to under a One World Government! or, is Victoria best suited to present a better [or different] viewpoint. I
about to introduce such now? CIM)
cannot prove this by documentation, but I expect the
Actually, that “fear of the Jews” is an ongoing but an phrase “politically correct” is of Socialist/Jewish origin,
ancient thing. [See Esther 8:17, John 7:13, 19:38, 20:19]. by what we are seeing confirmed today.
Nations and individuals who borrow are always the servants
HINDUISM AND ROMAN CATHOLICISM
of the lenders, and being servants that are always in fear of
One common factor of the Hindu and the Roman
their masters [Prov 22:7]. To whom are all the nations in Catholic institutions is universalism. In the main CatheEurope in bondage to today? Is it not to the same people? dral in Florence in Italy, we noted a window depicting the
Talmudic norms prevail in Europe.
Hindu god Kali. This was located at the highest central
Actually there are forms of nationalism surfacing, espe- point. Then we saw others. In Luxemburg in the cathedral
cially in Germany. There are areas, especially in East Ger- there is a column, near the main door, inscribed with
many, where it is made clear that non-European foreigners Hindu symbols. It is surprising what can be seen when one
are not welcome, despite the government. The distaste is has his eyes open.
essentially because foreigners will not conform to traditional
DEPORTATION
German culture; it is not just about foreigners taking jobs
I may have mentioned this before, but in Ely in the
from Germans. In Geneva, more than one third of the popu- UK, in the museum, there is a record describing how the
lation are non-Western European. Through Switzerland, Justices (Catholic Bishops) sat in judgment on “criminals”
there is much resentment about all the foreigners who have whose crime was to speak against the Roman Catholic
flooded in and who are on benefits. The Swiss have to pay system. They were deported to Australia as criminals. I
large taxes to support the immihave not seen any record of this
NEW BOOK
grants. The Swiss have to pay for
in history books in schools. This
medical services whereas the THE HOLOCAUST INDUSTRY is a bit like how “Political Corimmigrants get everything free.
rectness” could develop in
Norman G. Finkelstein
In the schools there are about 50%
Europe when the European Court
Swiss and 50% non-Swiss As mentioned on the sheet with September has full control. Eventually the
imports, with the two groups hat- newsletter. This book exposes the lies, greed name might be changed to the
ing each other. There is another
“World Court” or the “Court of
factor too; the Swiss consider the and extortion, and claims that Jewish suffer- The Nations.” We noticed the
Yugoslavs, Kosovars, Turks etc. to ing has been highlighted grossly out of pro- phrase “of the nations” often. We
be inferior in intellect and ability.
stayed in Geneva one night at the
portion, and cynically exploited for
Should we add our opinion!! commercial and political ends. All that from “Hotel of the Nations.”
Does anyone think internationalEU INSTITUTIONS
a JEWISH author! #475 sug don $40.50
ism is going to work? It only sticks
We saw something of these at
together now through fear of the
Geneva, Strasburg, Luxembourg
Police. Humanism is a far cry from the Law of God, which and Brussels. In each are huge building complexes comdemands racial boundaries and separation. And of course we plete with EU/UN armed police. The administration costs
hear in the UK, “We are not Europeans, we’re British.” must be colossal. Just imagine if they were all in one place
What they really mean by this is, “We are different.’
... it would be a major city in itself.
GREAT BRITAIN
TOILETS
In Europe, England is not known as the UK, the British
It was not too difficult finding these when travelling,
Isles, or even England. England is known as “Great Britain.” but usually they could be found near city centres where
Now is that not a marvellous thing? We can read in the good there was no parking [of course!]. We only got two parkbook about a nation that would be called “great.” When a ing tickets. The “WC” sign is almost universal or otherUK vehicle crosses to Europe, it has to bear a sticker, “GB.” wise it is an easily recognizable modification of “toilet,”
We had one. The EU is trying to change the British Passport “toilette” or such. In much of Northern Europe public toiby removing the Royal Coat of Arms with the EU circle of lets are of good quality but there is a “But.” In a shopping
stars. They want the present statement about Her Brittanic complex, in Berne if I remember right, I was somewhat
Majesty replaced by a note from the EU president. There are surprised to see men come into the men’s toilets to use the
a few mutterings about this, but the attitude here is, “There urinals. What surprised me was that they were hand in
is nothing we can do about it, so why bother?” This attitude hand with their girl friends and stayed that way. But in
is universal about everything. We just wish the lion would Italy, on the ferries shuttling people to Venice, the toilet
stand up and become rampant indeed. The strength of Brit- was a squat job over a smelly hole cut into a very wet
ain is nearly gone, she is in a great mess. Even the weather is floor. Unbelievably awful! In the French Alps, in a village,
messing her up. But there is one hope:
there were six urinals with very short side-walls supportDeut 32:36 For the LORD will vindicate His people, ing a short roof. Otherwise it was completely open to the
And will have compassion on His servants; When He sees public walking past. In Monte Carlo, at the Casino, Anna
that their strength is gone, and there is none remaining, called me to go into the ladies toilet. She said “watch” and
bond or free. And He will say, ‘Where are their gods, The flushed the unit. A box came out of the wall, picked up the
rock in which they sought refuge?’When will the call be toilet seat and rotated the seat through the box, thus sterilheard, “And I heard another voice from heaven, saying, izing it, and then replaced the seat. The rich have a better
Come out of her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her deal all round, eh? And there was not the usual toilet fee!
sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues.” The day will The attendants in men’s toilets everywhere are always
come when England will separate from, or be ejected from, women, too. We have stayed put in Louth, Lincolnshire
the EU.
for a while. Weather and floods permitting, and God willPOLITICAL CORRECTNESS
ing, we will set off shortly. We gave still many contacts to
We have discovered evidence that the term “Politically make and time is slipping by. Our hosts think we should
Correct” was used under Hitler, although the term “Socially not attempt any journey at this time. The weather here
Correct” was primarily used in Germany. Using the phrase is does not agree with me at all, but Anna was brought up
a means of muzzling opposition. We may decry the decline with it. It seems it will be an ordeal to me to last out for
in morals but still allow the muzzling of those institutions the next two months as sometimes I get chilled to the bone
Christian Identity Ministries - PO Box 146 - CARDWELL QLD 4849
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despite wrapping up well. We had no colds in Europe, but Blair indicted for treason after Blair has signed the docuEngland in winter should be called either “The Land of the ment. We have been told that over 500 people have laid
Long Black Cloud and Everlasting Fog and Dampness,” or informations with magistrates against Tony Blair for trea“The Land of the Long Runny Nose.”
son. Tony Blair and associates are declaring that there is
UK NOTES
no intention to make any European Super-States (just a
In the UK there is great haste bring made to appoint Super-Power) .... what’s the difference? ... and are trying
coloured faces to positions of authority in all walks of life. to sell the idea that the Treaty of Nice will be totally to
Promotions in the Police are being made on the basis of race. Britain’s (economic) advantage. But they make no menAffirmative action is to be used to increase the number of tion of corpus juris, habeas corpus, etc! But in all this, the
blacks and browns in the Police, the Armed Forces, the take-over continues in the sense that British troops are
Nursing Service, etc. The proportion of TV front people is mentioned on Remembrance Day as being now part of
increasingly black and brown. And on and on! There ia a United Nations forces and that some have recently been
mad rush to dilute everything British. Nurses are being killed in UN peacekeeping activities. We are finding referrecruited from places like Spain and China, computer pro- ences to the EU commission in many places in the UK
grammers from India, and Scotland Yard is recruiting over- countryside, such as, “... in conjunction with the European
seas and talking about recruiting people with criminal Commission.” That is the thin edge of the wedge. But
records into the Police. With all the unemployment in the despite this, anti-Europe sentiment is hardening, and this is
UK there must be an objective as to why Brits are not being showing in national surveys. The test will come as a mattrained to do these things. Counter forces are just starting to ter of law ... which law will be the superior law. With leadrise against all this, but most just
ership, the “we cannot do
anything about it” may change.
PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE
mutter.
THE NEW BRITISH TEN
EUROPEAN COMMISSION
“The national budget must be balanced. The
POUND NOTE
If I could summarise what I
Horrors!!! The new notes
have gleaned since being here, I public debt must be reduced; the arrogance of
the authorities must be moderated and con- now appearing bear a picture of
would say there is a genuine fear
in Papal circles about having any trolled. Payments to foreign governments must Charles Darwin.
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
Protestant Armed Forces within
be reduced, if the nation doesn’t want to go
There was so much comthe proposed European Army or
bankrupt. People must again learn to work, plaint about removing the Britwithin the proposed European
instead of living on public assistance.”
ish pint that it is being allowed
Police Force. The Papacy seeks
full military control of all the EU.
Marcus Tullius Cicero, 55BC. Is there any- to continue ... for now! But it is
different with the one-pound
The Protestant element in NATO
thing new under the sun?
weight. Government inspectors
through American Armed Forces
will be ultimately eliminated through the elimination of are confiscating weighing machines that weigh in pound
NATO. In the interval control of Protestant Forces is to be by units. Upset is growing about this and a test case is about
Europe with those forces being weakened by racial mixing to go to court. The cost to small business is immense (like
and having mixed sex forces. In Kosovo British Armed the GST in Australia, these things are all designed to elimForces are now under a German commander. The European inate 90% of small business, so that only the multinational
Police Force, “EURPO” are to have heavily armed units sta- corporations with their monopolies will survive! see the
tioned in England. The European Army [not NATO] is to be GST Mandate video #CI-303.CIM) One of the supermarfully functional by 2003. These things are to be found in the ket chains offered pensioners the chance to try ordering by
British Press, but they are in the middle of other things, and phone or internet. One old lady ordered some ounces of
few people seem to notice them. Dublin Anglican Cathedral prawns and she found a whole barrel of prawns delivered
has recently celebrated its first Mass since the Reformation! on her doorstep. All units had to be in kilograms and were
The vatican plans to canonise those politicians who were read that way! New EU directives keep arriving ... perhaps
instrumental in setting up the E.C., which is “established on the GBP will be banned when the Euro comes in. It is now
Roman Catholic principles.” Brussels is funding “partner- illegal to sell anything without dual pricing. British farmships” between English and European cities. The European ers are protesting that EC edicts are killing British farms.
Commission has issued a decree that the school uniforms It is reported in the press that Denmark and Switzerland
worn by British schoolgirls are to be entirely optional since which did not join EFTA are now the richest countries in
having to wear gym frocks or skirts are discriminating sexu- Europe.
TRAVELLING DANGERS
ally (Just another attack on British traditions).
Before we left Holland we were severely warned
REMEMBRANCE DAY
We watched the Remembrance Service at Albert Hall about the dangers of being in isolated places. There were
last night, on TV. It was a great encouragement. We loved it stories of people being shot through car windows in Gerand also the sentiment expressed in the songs. Today we are many, or cars held up and robbed in Southern France and
watching Remembrance Day on TV. It is the largest parade Poland, but we never saw a sign of anything untoward.
ever ..... over 10,000 people! The organization was marvel- Everything seemed to be so orderly and disciplined. The
lous and it is obvious that there are patriotic people and orga- only blemish was in a main shopping street in Apeldoorn
nizations that are active. We find it moving, indeed. But in Holland, when a Moroccan tried to snatch Anna’s
there are efforts made to spoil it. At the Cenotaph there are shoulder bag. Anna was thrown but not hurt. Fortunately,
representatives of all the major religions presenting wreaths. Anna had the bag around her neck, something we had
They are not shown on TV at the time of saying the Lord’s agreed on beforehand. We commented one day how
Prayer or in the singing of, “O God our Help in Ages Past,” orderly the school children looked in Holland, but we were
but it would be interesting to see their faces and if they were told stories about six and seven-year-olds killing six and
singing. When the assembly was singing “God Save the seven-year-olds; that almost every day there was someQueen,” I wonder what Tony Blair was thinking about thing horrible like that in Holland and in other parts of
“Long may she reign over us, happy and glorious” as Blair Europe with very young children. Today we were warned
is scheduled to meet and have a meal with a member of the to avoid carrying anything on the rear seat of the car whilst
Democratic Party in Birmingham, which party plans to have driving unless the back doors are locked. Snatching from
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the back seats whilst at traffic lights is said to be happening English have been eating GE food for many years without
knowing it, and “therefore there can be nothing wrong
often in Birmingham. We do not know about other cities.
with GE food.” Some logic, eh? Tell that to the birds!
HORSE MEAT AND BSE/CJD
We were told in Holland how lovely horse meat is; that it What the English put first in conversation, we will put last.
is becoming the most popular meat since BSE. In Germany It is unmentionably awful. We actually did see a few minand much of Europe, pork is king. It is hard to find anything utes of watery sun one day. It is estimated that thousands
without pork in it ... even in spaghetti bolognaise or the ever- of people with flooded homes will not be allowed back
popular German sausage. BSE has now been publicly into their homes until after Christmas (written 15 Nov),
acknowledged in France. But the French are blaming the provided there is no more heavy rain. It is said 1,400,000
English for selling dried ground-up animal carcases to people in the UK are at risk of being flooded. Imagine this
France. One English newspaper says the cause of BSE was misery! Imagine the personal disasters! We see pubs,
known as far back as 1988, and that Britain sold ground-up houses, businesses, and shops flooded ... it is so bad
animals for animal food to many countries. As mentioned already that we could cry for people. It is said that the
before, there is talk of killing every single sheep in the UK. floods are making some railway companies teeter on the
So, the consequences are yet to be felt. [even Biblically clean verge of bankruptcy. (I think that God is trying to get the
animals are no longer safe to eat, if they are wrongly fed! nation’s attention, don’t you? CIM). We have been from
the North to Birmingham, through to Shakespeare country
CIM]
and thence to Methyr Tydfil in Southern Wales and thence
DOMESTIC SECURITY
to Pembroke in the far west of
We borrowed a flat in London
Wales. Today it is the long haul to
one night. The main entrance had
For those who are new, please note that a
three different locks and so did the Home Bible Study cassette catalog is avail- Bristol and Bath, from Pembroke.
flat main door. After quite a job able (1998ed). We would appreciate a dona- We probably will run out of time
getting in, each internal door was tion of $3 to cover postage and handling. Our to work through our list of calls
also locked. Every window was newsletter is sent to those who request it, to across the South of England. At
least ice is less likely in the
locked as well as barred with
those who are suggested by someone
South, so driving is safer. At 7pm
heavy steel grilles... What a horrible way to have to live!! In Eng- already on our list, or by our own selection. If tonight the windscreen of our car
land as well as Europe, we find you don’t want to receive it, a phone call will was covered in ice. There was a
that people almost always lock all remove you from the list. Those who want to patch of clear sky tonight. It is
external doors even when they are continue receiving it, must realize that dona- decidedly strenuous travelling
inside the house. In Holland, tions are required to keep this ministry going. each day, speaking to people,
often until late at night, and then
external doors automatically deadTo those who donate - THANK YOU!
trying to find reasonable digs,
lock as soon as they are closed.
One landlady in Holland would not allow the front door to especially if we have not pinned these digs earlier in the
remain unlocked even if we went a few steps to our car and day. What makes it so hard is that it is getting dark by
back! They have a peculiar habit there. In the evenings, the 4:15pm. Add frequent rain to this and you might see the
people do not draw curtains or blinds. It is strange to walk difficulties, and that it is not all a “piece of cake.”
Arnold and Anna Kennedy, 16/11
along and see all the people watching TV, having supper, etc.
And, as an aside comment to someone who e-mailed
in their lounges and kitchens. It is a form of security for
them. As we said, we did not see anything to un-nerve us and him, Arnold in part said the following: “I appreciate the
did not ever feel unsafe, although we realised we had to be difficulties many BI have in that they have the wrong idea
careful. (most of those locks and closing of doors and bars, that the purpose of Israel is to save the world at large. I
etc. has undoubtedly come about with the influx of aliens! cannot go into great detail here, but when we become setCIM). In big cities in England, the local newspapers carry tled back home I hope to write a paper specifically
much crime. It is not just burglaries and theft. There is intim- addressed to this matter. I can understand the idea many
idation, bullying and even young gangs tormenting of pen- have, but it is deficient:
[a] Because it does not take notice of language and its
sioners in their homes by putting burning paper through their
letter-box slots in doors, throwing things at doors and even grammar,
[b] Because it is superficial, and
through windows. Many cars are vandalised for no reason at
[c] Because it forced a conflict with much of other
all. There are cases of gangs of louts going out to the countryside and terrorising whole villages. Since they carry cell Scripture.” We look forward to Arnold’s paper on this. In
phones they can clear out before the police arrive. It is all the meantime, you can start studying this subject by using
quite awful. We have had only indirect contact with this THE EXCLUSIVENESS OF ISRAEL from CIM. # 714
through a relative who told us of a recent experience. It is all @ $18.75 posted within Australia.=================
wanton mischief. Headlines we saw on arrival back in the
FOREWARNED IS FOREARMED
by Peter Stokes
UK read, “Teenagers out of control on weekends.” But so far
We have heard murmurs about ‘hate crimes’ legislawe have not personally seen any of it.
WHERE HAVE ALL THE SPARROWS GONE? ... AND tion here in Australia but the big push for such legislation
G.E.(Genetic Engineering)
had not yet happened. Be prepared, because it will happen
Before we went to the Continent, we picnicked in a soon unless we become aware of what hate crimes are,
country churchyard and could not help noticing that there who is behind the push for legislation and the impact of
were no small birds about at all. Four years ago sparrows such legislation. In the USA, President Clinton is pulling
abounded but now there was not a single one anywhere near out all stops to push what is currently the top item on the
where GE crops have been grown. Using Roundup on homosexual movement’s agenda, the Hate Crimes PreRoundup resistant crops kills everything else even around vention Act. The bill creates special victim categories for
the edges of fields so there is almost nothing for sparrows to those who are homosexuals, transsexuals, and other “sexfeed on. There are no insects for other birds. The effect is ual orientations(?)” (allowing room for bestiality? CIM)
widespread because there should be food in home gardens, Homosexual activists are now blitzing members of the US
parks, etc, but there is not. An effect is already come, but the House to pass this legislation before Congress adjourns
worst is yet to come, obviously! The press reports that the (before Clinton finishes as President). The American FamChristian Identity Ministries - PO Box 146 - CARDWELL QLD 4849
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ily Association (AFA) believes the bill would eventually crap. There is absolutely no evidence for it at the moment,
bring the power of the US Federal government to bear and I think it is unhealthy that people want to embrace
against people of religious faith who advocate a Biblical this idea. It does reflect a desire to say, “It’s not our fault,”
perspective on homosexuality. Hate-crimes measures would as a way of deflecting our critics. We have achieved what
add “actual or perceived” gender, sexual orientation or dis- we have achieved by defiance, not by concessions. I
ability to federal hate-crimes law, which currently cover think we should be recruiting people to homosexuality.
race, colour, religion and national origin.
It’s a great life-style and something everybody should
We in Australia do not currently have any hate-crime have the right to experience. If you believe it’s genetic,
legislation. The name “hate crimes” tend to frighten politi- how are you going to make the effort?” ----------cians. They fear they will be accused of softness on brutal
Clearly homosexual activists have pulled the wool
acts such as the tragic torture/murder of homosexual student over too many eyes for too long - the most revealing and
Matthew Shepard in the US in Oct 1998, despite the fact dangerous phrase is, without doubt, “I think we should
that Shepard’s alleged killers were satisfactorily prosecuted be recruiting people to homosexuality,” because when
under existing laws. There are legitimate reasons to object we talk about adolescence it is possible to recruit against
to ‘hate-crimes’ laws:
somebody’s choice. Sexually abused children and those
*Hate-crimes laws are not needed. Every crime they from dysfunctional families are at great risk of being
would cover is already illegal under existing State and fed- ‘recruited’ in today’s culture of acceptance to homosexueral law.
ality and lesbianism. For this reason we must be careful
* Hate-crimes laws are unjust. A basic principle of Aus- about the use of the word choice, For a young man contralian justice is that every citizen
fused about his sexuality - due to
NEW TAPES
should be treated identically before
his own feelings, or external
the law. Hate-crimes fly in the face #F-315 How to Know Spiritual Things, 1 ‘recruiting’ pressure - it may not
of that principle. Hate-crimes legis- #F-316 How to Know Spiritual Things, 2 seem he has a choice.
lation creates a hierarchy of victims,
We have been telling this
Stephen E. Jones
suggesting some victims are worse
story for six years now and the
#C-082 Bible History and Law
off than others because of a particuevidence continues mounting but
lar (sexual) identity. They would
our politicians and, sadly, many
#C-083 Genesis 1 & 2 Another Look
infer that to kill a homosexual is
in the church continue to ignore
Earl F. Jones
worse than killing a heterosexual; or
the truth. Another section of the
if a man raped a lesbian because he #S-856 God Works With Spirit-filled Men same interview is very revealing:
Fight of Faith Series #2
was offended that she wasn’t
Dean: It was interesting to
attracted to him, he should then be #S-857 Creator of Good and Evil, FoF #3 read your historical accounts of
punished more than if he raped her #S-858 There’s A Lot to Learn to Pass the church involvement in the early
because she was short and easy to
support of homosexuals. Does
Test. Fight of Faith #4. Peter J. Peters
overpower.
this not differ from our general
*Campaigning against “hate-crimes,” as opposed to perceptions of the church today?
fighting crime in general, is aimed at desensitizing society.
Graham: The churches have been all over the place.
* Homosexuality is not genetic. Even their own people They were often among the first to speak out for law
admit this, and say that the life-style is chosen. Homosexu- reform and tolerance. These days we hear more from the
als do not warrant protection from anti-discrimination or noisy minority who hate gay people. But, in the end, the
hate-crimes legislation.
churches don’t have a lot of political clout in Australia,
* Hate-crimes laws are a political vehicle. Though hate- thank god!-----------------------------crimes laws do nothing to fight crime, they do serve a more
The virtual silence of the church has led to this idea
dubious purpose, they downgrade the majority of people of us having no clout. Too many in the church continue to
who are not part of specific minority groups.
be blinded by the propaganda, despite the evidence that
* While enacting hate-crimes legislation may sound like the homosexual life-style is dominated by a lust for proa noble cause, we must oppose such laws, exposing them as miscuous sex. Is this a life-style we should be endorsing
a political ploy to silence those who oppose homosexuality.
or should we be doing all we can - even if it makes life a
At the first sign of such legislation being promoted in little uncomfortable for us - to set them free?
Australia (or before!) we must campaign against it, stating
Why should activists continue to recruit our children
the above facts to counter the fiction used by the propo- with church and government help? We have the truth and
nents.
the TRUTH WILL SET THEM FREE (John 8:32) [SodACTION: Write a letter to your State and Federal politi- omites, (homosexual activists - from the Biblical inhabitcians, using some of these points. Also write to the Attorney ants of Sodom who were very wicked], should be classed
General in your state as well as the Federal Attorney Gen- as ‘drug pushers’ they try to get others hooked on a deatheral, Daryl Williams, c/-Parliament House, Canberra, ACT 2600. style! Lev 20:13. As for the churches? “But if they had
=======
stood in my[God’s] counsel, and had caused my people to
hear my words, then they should have turned them from
“Do you still think homosexuality is genetic?”
by Peter Stokes
their evil way, and from the evil of their doings.” Jer
The following is an excerpt from an article in CAPITAL 23:22. Obviously, the churches are NOT preaching God’s
Q WEEKLY (a Sydney homosexual newspaper; Nov 3, 2000 WORD! CIM]
p17).“Dean Durber speaks with Graham Willett, author
DNA - Evidence of Creation
by John D. Morris, Ph.D.
of Living out Loud - a history of homosexual activism in
Why can’t geneticists see the obvious evidence for
Australia.’
Dean: Were there personal reasons for writing this creation in the genetic code?
Recently geneticists announced that they had sucbook?
cessfully read the human DNA code. This truly marvelGraham: I got involved in gay activism in 1979...
Dean: You write that most gays believe “their sexuality lous achievement ranks as one of the most remarkable in
history. Creationists rejoice over the news, confident that
to be genetic.” Why is this so?
Graham: I think the idea that sexuality is genetic is the more we learn, the more we’ll recognize the signature
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of God in what he has done, and give him glory.
MARNIX VAN ST. ALDEGONDE
This poet, scholar and statesman is usually named as
Scientists haven’t actually deciphered the code, but they
have, as it were, identified the “letters” in the code. They the author of the Dutch national anthem ‘Wilhelmus.’
only know a few “words” as yet and really don’t know the More about this later in the article. He was born in 1540
“language,” or where the punctuation goes. There are about in Savoy but he is considered a Southern Netherlander.
REFORMATION
three billion letters in the human DNA, and the whole thing
We now regard Belgium and the southern provinces
is enormously complex - not at all what would be expected
from random evolution. Recently a molecular biologist of the Netherlands as predominantly Roman Catholic, but
working on identifying genetic controls for diseases was the Reformation started there earlier than in the northern
interviewed by George Caylor of The Ledger, Lynchburg, part of the country. Those, interested in theology, who
Virginia. His article entitled, “The Biologist,” appeared on favoured the new religious ideas of the Reformation,
February 17, 2000. I received permission to reproduce parts went to Geneva and were taught by John Calvin and his
followers. One of these students was Marnix.
of the interview, as a conversation between “G” (the interAfter the Spanish renewed their grip on the Southern
viewer) and “J” (the molecular biologist). It began by dis- Netherlands, the protestants from there fled to the northcussing the complexity of the human code.
ern provinces, and formed the core of the religious resisJ: I’m a bit like an editor, trying to find a spelling mistake inside a document larger than four complete sets of tance against Spain and the Roman Catholic Church.
They were in general more orthodox than the northerners.
Encyclopedia Britannica.
TO THE FOREFRONT
G: Do you believe that the information evolved?
After Marnix’ return from
J: George, nobody I know in my
Geneva to Antwerp, he was soon one
NEW BOOK
profession believes it evolved. It was
of the leaders of League of Nobles
engineered by ‘genius beyond genius.’
Is The Judeo-Christian
and so he became a friend of the
Such information could not have been
Gospel the Biblical Gospel
Counts of Nassau and Prince Wilwritten any other way. The paper and
liam of Orange. He was very influink did not write the book! Knowing
Lawrence Blanchard
ential in their conversion into
what we know, it is ridiculous to think
Judeo-Christianity “has promoted a
Calvinism. Prince William, however,
otherwise.
‘gospel’ that is easily accessed by all
was brought up as a follower of MarG: Have you ever stated that in a
public lecture, or in any public writ- people of all races.” This book examines tin Luther. Then, at the Court of
critical evidence as to whether the uni- Emperor Charles V, he became
ings?
J: No. I just say it evolved. To be a versal, Judeo-Christian ‘gospel’ is Bibli- Roman Catholic, and, when more
molecular biologist requires one to cal. Does the New Testament allow for involved with the struggle for freehold on to two insanities at all times. the inclusion of all races or mixtures of dom in the Low Countries, he
embraced protestantism. In fact, like
One, it would be insane to believe in
evolution when you can see the truth races as recipients of salvation by grace his successors of the House of
Orange, and Orange-Nassau, he was
through faith in Jesus Christ? #583
for yourself. Two, it would be insane
not a religious fanatic, but more a
to say you don’t believe in evolution.
Christian
Humanist,
hence his standpoint that the Dutch
All government work, research grants, papers, big college
lectures - everything would stop. I’d be out of a job, or rele- Revolt was one for Freedom of Religion.
NEGOTIATOR
gated to the outer fringes where I couldn’t earn a decent livNotwithstanding their differences in religious feeling.
G: I hate to say it, but that sounds like intellectually dis- ings, Marnix and William became close friends and
Marnix often acted as an envoy for the Prince, for examhonest.
J: The work I do in genetic research is honourable. We ple at the first Synod of the Reformed Churches in
will find the cures to many of mankind’s worst diseases. But Emden, and in 1572 at the first Free State Council in Dorin the meantime, we have to live with the ‘elephant in the drecht, which was the foundation stone for the ‘Republic.’
living room.’
Between 1579 and 1581 he negotiated on behalf of
G: What elephant?
J: Creation design. It’s like an elephant in the living the Prince with the French King about a treaty for help
room. It moves around, takes up an enormous amount of against Spain, but to no avail.
In 1538 Antwerp came under siege by the Spaniards,
space, trumpets loudly, bumps into us, knocks things over,
eats a ton of hay a day, and smells like an elephant. And yet led by the capable Count of Parma. The Prince put his
friend and trustee Marnix as burgomaster in charge of
we have to swear it isn’t there!
Yes, Geneticists do see the evidence for creation, and defence. Unfortunately, Marnix may have been an
they see it clearly; but peer pressure, financial consider- extraordinary statesman and scholar, he certainly was not
ations, political correctness, and a religious commitment to a good general. His indecision and failure to unite the citnaturalism force them to look the other way, and insist they izens on one course, put Parma in an advantaged position.
see nothing. And so, the illogical ‘origins myth’ of modern Marnix then secretly negotiated with Parma, which gave
society perpetuates itself. Looks to me like the situation dis- Parma more time for the fatal attack on the city. Antwerp
cussed in Rom 1:18 “The wrath of God is being revealed had to surrender, which was a blow to the Republic’s
from heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of case.
The States General accused Marnix of treason and he
men, who hold the truth in unrighteousness: (who suppress
narrowly escaped a damaging conviction.
the truth by their wickedness).”
WRITER
Courtesy Saltshakers, Box 489 Blackburn Vic 3130
From 1585 onwards, after the death of William of
Recommended listening: #S-124 What You Should Know
Orange, Marnix devoted his time to literary work and to
Regarding Homosexuality. Pastor Peter J. Peters @ $4posted
the translation of the Bible. As a writer he is known for
==================================
his poetic translations of the Psalms, and particularly for
FACES PLACES AND HISTORY
his huge work of prose: ‘Beehive of the Roman Catholic
by Andries Snoek
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Church,’ which was a satirical attack on the Church , with the King and that I have been obedient to God Almighty!
an abundance of dogmatic arguments. That this work still is
HISTORIC ANTHEM
a ‘Classic,’ is not because of its intolerant religious arguing,
Very few, if any, of the common Dutch people have
but because of Marnix’ mastery of the language. The book read all the stanzas, let alone know them by heart. The
was soon translated into German and English. Marnix died first and sixth stanzas are the best known and mostly sung
in 1598.
(the melody is originally a French one).
The ‘WILHELMUS’
Although it is old (1568), it has not always been the
Marnix is regarded as the author of the impressive poem national anthem. After the crowning of Queen Wilhelm‘Wilhelmus van Nassouwe,’ which really has the title: “Een ina, the Wilhelmus came more and more into use at offinieuw Christelick Liet” (A new Christian song). It is a poem cial functions, but only in May 1932 did it become
of fifteen stanzas, which constitute an acrostic the first let- officially the National Anthem.
ters of each stanza form the name:
Literature scholars are still divided about the author‘WILLEM VAN NASSOV’
ship. Some think it typical for Marnix to write an apoloIn the poem, William, as it were, argues his case against getic poem on behalf of the Prince. Others find it too
King Philip II of Spain, in favour of the people of the Neth- pious and not so characteristic for William; so, how could
erlands. He discusses his own background, mentions the a close friend have written it. Linguistic scholars, howsacrifices he has made, and prays for deliverance of the peo- ever, are quite sure Marnix is the author because of the
ple and himself. Here follows my, abridged and adapted, style and use of language.
translation of the main text:
Whatever the case, Marnix has a place in history and
(1) I am William of Nassau, of Dutch blood, loyal to my the Wilhelmus reflects the history of the beginning of the
fatherland. I am the Prince of
Netherlands as a state.
Courtesy The Dutch Weekly, PO
Orange, and I have always honNEW BOOK
Box 965 Eltham Vic 3095. *
oured and respected the King of
The Cure for All Advanced
since putting the above in
Spain.
the
newsletter,
I have obtained a
(2) I have done my utmost to
Cancers
copy of the full English translado what God expected me to do.
by Hulda Regehr Clark, Ph.D., N.D.
tion of the text:
That is the reason I am now a refugee. But I am sure God will restore The cause of Malignancy is explained in the earWilliam of Nassau, scion
me to my position in due time.
lier book, The Cure for All Cancers. (#780
Sprung of an ancient line,
(3) Although you are now sufI dedicate undying
fering, my people, keep courage! $38). But removing the malignancy left behind
faith to this land of mine.
God has not forsaken you. Pray, the tumors as they were, prior to the malignant
A prince I am, undaunted,
that He will empower me to help development. So eliminating tumors became the
Of Orange, ever free.
you out.
focus of additional research, and is the subject of
The king of Spain I’ve ever
(4) My brothers and I have this book. The 21-day Program described in this
dedicated our lives to your cause. book does both. Once you win this battle, even granted
My lifelong loyalty
Count Adolf was even killed in the
advanced cancer can be cured.
battle of Heiligerlee. His soul in
#781 sug don $38 posted
I’ve ever tried to live in
eternity awaits the resurrection.
The fear of God’s command,
(5) Being a nobleman from an
And therefore I’ve been driven
old and respected family, I felt obliged to follow my calling
From people, home, and land.
as a Christian, and risk my blood.
But God, I trust, will rate me
Prayer (6) My God, you are my shield and I put my
His willing instrument
trust in You. Keep me in Your service and give me strength
And one day reinstate me
to chase away the tyranny.
Into my government.
(7) My God, keep Your servant safe, so that my enemies
will not surprise me and wash their hands in my innocent
Let no despair betray you,
blood.
My subjects true and good.
(8) Just as David had to be on the run from Saul the
The Lord will surely stay you
tyrant, so I and other nobles had to flee. But God has raised
Though now you are pursued.
David to power and given him a kingdom, famous in the
He who would live devoutly
history of Israel.
Must pray God day and night
(9) After the bad times, good times will undoubtedly
To throw his power about me
follow. Should I be killed in battle, I pray that I may die honAs champion of your right.
ourably.
(10) What worries me most is the decline of the country.
Life and my all for others
My heart cries out for you, because of your suffering under
I sacrificed, for you!
Spanish reign.
And my illustrious brothers
(11) Fierce as a Prince, I went into battle to capture
Proved their devotion too.
Maastricht, and my horsemen attacked courageously.
Count Adolph, more’s the pity
(12) Should a victory have been God’s will at that time,
Fell in the Friesian fray,
I then could have helped you in your struggle. But it
And in the eternal city
appeared not to be, and I have to resign to my fate!
Awaits the jugdment day.
(13) Nevertheless, I kept my faith in God, and stood
steadfast. I prayed passionately that God would change the
I, nobly born, descended
course of events.
From an imperial stock,
(14) Adieu, my flock now dispersed, be assured that
An Empire’s prince, defended
your shepherd won’t sleep. Turn to God and His Word and
(Braving the battle’s shock
live a Christian life.
Heroically and fearless
(15) I confess that I have been honest and respectful to
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As pious Christians ought)
With my life’s blood the peerless
Gospel of God our Lord.
A shield and my reliance,
O God, Thou ever wert,
I’ll trust unto Thy guidance.
O leave me not ungirt,
That I may stay a pious
Servant of Thine for aye,
And drive the plagues that try us
And tyranny away.
My God, I pray Thee, save me
For all who do pursue
And threaten to enslave me,
Thy trusted servant true.
O Father, do not sanction
Their wicked, foul design;
Let them not wash their hands in
This guiltless blood of mine.
Once David searched for shelter
From King Saul’s tyranny.
E’en so I fled this welter
And many a lord with me.
But God the Lord did save him
From exile and its hell
And, in His mercy, gave him
A realm in Israel.
Fear not ‘t will rain sans ceasing;
The clouds are bound to part.
I bide the sight so pleasing
Unto my princely heart:
That when I death encounter
I honour find therein
And as a faithful warrior
The eternal realm may win.
No thing so moves my pity
As seeing through these lands
Field, village, town, and city
Pillaged by roving bands.
O that the Spaniards rape that,
My Netherlands so sweet The thought of that does grip me,
Causing my heart to bleed.
A stride on steed of mettle
I’ve waited with my host
The tyrant’s call to battle,
Who durst not do his boast.
For, near Maestricht, in hiding,
He feared the force I wield:
My horsemen were seen riding
Bravely across the field.
Surely, if God had willed it,
When that fierce tempest blew,
My power would have silled it,
Or turned its blast from you.
But He Who dwells in Heaven,
Whence all our blessings flow,
For which aye praise be given,
Did not desire it so.
Steadfast my heart remaineth
In my adversity.
My princely courage straineth
Christian Identity Ministries - PO Box 146 - CARDWELL QLD 4849

All nerves to live and be.
I’ve prayed the Lord my Master
With fervid heart and tense
To save me from disaster
And prove my innocence.
Alas, my flock! To sever
Is hard on us. Farewell.
Your Shepherd wakes, wherever
Dispersed that you may dwell
Pray God that He may ease you;
His Gospel be your cure.
Walk in the steps of Jesu.
This life will not endure.
Unto God and His power
I do confession make
That ne’er at any hour
Ill of the king I spake.
But to the Lord, the greatest
Of majesties, I owe
Obedience first and latest,
For Justice wills it so.
The first letters of each stanza form the name
WILLIAM OF NASSAU
If he could come back, Prince William’s head would
bow in prayer. Through suffering and death, my people
have been delivered by Thee, O my God! Let them not forsake Thee, Thou Who directeth the lives of all people.
May they never be proud in their own strength, but be
strong through faith. Wilt Thou, heavenly Father, never
forsake Thy people!
Courtesy Inheritance Publications, Box 154,
Neerlandia, Alberta T0G 1R0 Canada.
==================================

THIS DRACONIAN LEGISLATION IS A DEADLY THREAT!

Geoff Muirden
The announcement in “Herald Sun” 7/12/00 that the
Victorian Premier, Steve Bracks, who is also Minister for
Multicultural Affairs, is considering totalitarian Communist-style legislation that would make it a legal “offense”
under racial and religious vilification laws for anyone to
make any politically incorrect statements, wear any politcally incorrect uniforms or make any politcally incorrect
gestures in the “privacy” of their own homes surely is
cause for immediate concern and should be a priority consideration for all readers. It is nothing less than a “1984”
totalitarian Thought Police suggestion which vindicates
George Orwell completely and shows that Big Brother is
alive and well and living here in Oz.
Under the present form of the legislation, according
to the “Herald Sun” article 7/12/00, “defences might not
be available to people accused of vilification.” Premier
Bracks is to release the “Racial and Religious Tolerance
Discussion Paper and Model Bill” on Thursday 14th
December, 2000 and call for “community submissions.”
The very term for the bill is a lie, as it expresses racial and
religious intolerance and is a slap in the face to the Western tradition of free speech. I hope that readers of this
message will indeed make a submission to show that this
evil legislation intended to put us in the shackles of a
Communist dictatorship, will be thrown out, as it
deserves to be. This matter deserves top priority.
The last proviso saying that “defences might not be
available to people accused of vilification” means that
“truth is no defence” which is the rule under the “Human
Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission” (HREOC)
Fax + 61 (0) 7 4066 0226
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which insists that those “offended” at some statement need
only to make a complaint and demand a retraction or threaten
legal action. It is only natural justice to ensure that truth IS a
defence, that those complaining must establish that comments or actions are based on false or defamatory bases. As
Orwell stated, the right of free speech must include the right
to say what other people do not want to hear. Unless free
speech is an absolute right it is a sham.
Comments on race, history, or any other subject, or concerning a person or group should be defensible if it can be
shown that they are factual comments and not based on malice or lies. It is obvious that anyone who has been caught out
in a lie will be “offended” at the truth. It means that there will
be no protection for the whistleblower who exposes fraud
and corruption which is destructive of society and human
rights. It is a disgrace that such draconian “laws” can even be
considered as they are shackles that will put us in chains, and
are intended to strike fear into those living in a so-called
“democratic state”, except that such “freedom” is more and
more illusion, as intended laws like this prove.
The next stage is to have an electronic “eye” compulsorily installed in your TV and computer, checking on every
program watched to see if it is OK, and acceptable to the
faceless Thought Police (what comes over the airwaves - or
cable - is already PC, that is why it is called “PROGRAMMING, that’s what they are doing to YOU! You are the one
being ‘programmed’! CIM) who inspect such things and
who, if they are not already corrupted, shortly will be by having absolute power over peoples’ lives. It is a disgrace that
such legislation could even be considered, even if it is
“watered down” and is a clear sign that an authoritarian state
is planned and that so-called “democracy” is a word in the
dictionary and nothing else.
Under its present form, it is obvious that visitors to anyone’s home will ne able to denounce any “politcally incorrect” action or statement and inform the ‘Thought Police.’ As
in Communist countries, where this idea originated from,
one’s enemies can be those of one’s own household (Matt
10:36), who will be free to denounce their husband, wife,
son, daughter or other relative or “friend.” A next door
neighbor will be free to listen in and even invent malicious
rumours and if “truth is no defence” will not be requires to
prove what he is saying. Malivious inventions will have free
reign. The intent is to create a climate of fear in which a muzzle will be put on the free discussion of ideas and actions in
case “someone else” may notice and object, and prosecution
be threatened. It is an indictment of Brack’s government that
such a bill, intolerable as it is, can even be considered. It is
totally unacceptable and should be completely thrown out.
I ask that readers will give this matter priority and ask
the Victorian Government and the opposition to throw out
this totalitarian and Thought Police control device. Geoff
Muirden, nedrium@netspace.net.au
===================================

line, so Abraham was both a Hebrew and a Semite, born
of the line of Heber and Shem. Isaac was born to Abraham; then Jacob of Isaac. Jacob’s name was changed to
“Israel,” and he fathered 12 sons. His sons and their
descendants are called Israelites, and they would be both
Semitic and Hebrew. However, this would not make
Abraham or Isaac “Israelites.” Some, who interchange
the words Jew and Israelite (erroneously), call Abraham a
Jew, even though Abraham was not even an Israelite, and
the word “Jew” is not used in the Bible until 1,000 years
after Abraham. One of Jacob-Israel’s children was Judah
(Heb. Yehudah). His descendants were called Yehudim
(“Judahites”). In Greek this reads Ioudaioi (“Judeans”).
The confusing factor is that almost all Bible translations employ the word “Jew,” which is a modern, shortened form of the word “Judahite.” Every time you come
to the word “Jew” in the Old Testament you should read
“Judahite/Judean”(from Judah, and/or the Southern Kingdom of Judea); and every time you come to the word
“Jew” in the New Testament, you should read it as
“Judean” (purely geographic, from Judea)
Once you have those proper translations in mind,
then we have to interpret those words further, because
they can have more than one meaning, depending on the
context. In the Old Testament, the word “Judahite” has
three distinct usages: (1) one who is of the tribe of Judah
in a racial sense; (2) one who is a citizen of the southern
“House of Judah,” including the tribes of Benjamin and
Levi. Thus, this word can be used either tribally (racially)
or geographically (nationally). (3) This is also used in a
religious sense of those who followed the religion of
Judah. At the time of Esther, many of the people of the
land “became Jews” (i.e. followed the religion of Judah)
as a result of the Judahite victory (Esther 8:17). These
people may well have been of the same stock as Rebecca
and Rachael and Leah; or some of the dispersed Israelites!
In the New Testament, the Greek word Ioudeos
should be translated “Judean.” Again, this term was used
in a similar manner: (1) one who is of the tribe of Judah
in the racial sense; (2) one who is a citizen of the province of Judea (as opposed to Galilee and Samaria), as is
shown in John 7:1. This usage is geographical, and it
applied also to the non-Israelite citizens of Judea who had
been incorporated into the nation in 135BC. (see our
“Origins of The Jews” #554 @ $0.90); and (3) a follower of the religion of Judah, as given by Moses and the
Prophets. This usage is found in Romans 8:28 & 29.
Most churches today make no distinction between
these terms. One of their arguments is that the Apostle
Paul said in Romans 11:1 that he was an “Israelite,” and
then in Philippians 3:5 he called himself “a Hebrew of the
Hebrews.” Therefore they say, the terms are identical,
and by implication they include the word “Jew” as well.
However, Paul was also a Benjaminite (Rom 11:1), but
the fact that he descended from Benjamin, Israel, and
Heber did not mean that all of these men were the same
person.
Therefore we can say:
(1) All Israelites are Hebrews and Semites.
(2) Only a few of the Israelites were called Jews (or,
Judahites, Judeans).[‘Jews’ are first mentioned in 2 Kgs
16:6 where they are at war with Israel!!]
(3) Others were called Jews simply because they
lived in Judea or claimed to follow the religion of the
Judeans.
========================================

3.1 What is the difference between a Semite, a Hebrew,
an Israelite, and a Jew?
A Semite (or, ‘Shemite’) is someone descended from
Shem, one of the sons of Noah. A Hebrew is someone
descended from Heber (or, ‘Eber’), one of the great-grandsons of Shem. So all Hebrews are Semites, but not all SemDRIVE SAFELY
ites are Hebrews.
Jack took a long look at his speedometer before slowSix generations after Heber, Abraham was born ti his ing down: 73 in a 55 zone. Fourth time in as many
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FAMILY GOVERNMENT

months. How could a guy get caught so often? When his car
had slowed to 10 miles an hour, Jack pulled over, but only
by Craig R. Dumont
partially. Let the cop worry about the potential traffic hazard.
Mention
“family
government to most Christians,
Maybe some other car will tweak his backside with a mirror.
The cop was stepping out of his car, the big pad in hand. especially conservative “Bible believing” ones, and
Bob? Bob from Church? Jack sunk farther into his trench thinking immediately centers on the hierarchical structure
coat. This was worse than the coming ticket. A Christian cop of the family: The husband is to be the head of the home,
catching a guy from his own church. A guy who happened to directing, providing for, and overseeing the welfare of
be a little eager to get home after a long day at the office. A wife and children under the sovereign authority of Jesus
guy he was about to play golf with tomorrow. Jumping out Christ.
The wife is to joyfully submit to her husband and, in
of the car, he approached a man he saw every Sunday, a man
return,
her authority over the household, which extends
he’d never seen in uniform. “Hi, Bob. Fancy meeting you
over the children, is firmly established. The children are
like this.”
“Hello, Jack.” No smile.
“Guess you caught me red-handed in a rush to see my to honour their father and mother (even if you are 75
wife and kids.”
“Yeah, I guess.” Bob seemed uncertain. years old, if you still have parents you are still their
Good. “I’ve seen some long days at the office lately. I’m child!!!) not only by giving verbal acknowledgment, but
afraid I bent the rules a bit - just this once.” Jack toed at a in their actions (see Eph 5:22-29 and Eph 6:4; Col 3:17pebble on the pavement. “Diane said something about roast 21 and of course, Pr 31). As true as all this is, if this is all
beef and potatoes tonight. Know what I mean?” “I know we see, we have a defective and truncated view of family
government.
what you mean....I also know that
HANDOUTS
Total Life Government
you have a reputation in our preWhen we seriously consider
America’s Promise Broadcaster
cinct.” Ouch. This was not going
family
government from a Bibliin the right direction. Time to
Absolute
Historical
Proof
cal
perspective,
we
are
change tactics. “What’d you clock
astounded
that
so
much
is
vested
JEWS
ARE
NOT
ISRAELITES
me at?”
here. Almost every area that not
“Seventy. Would you sit back
Based on a 1977 review of the book
is governed by civil government
in your car, please?”
is actually a family responsibilThe
Thirteenth
tribe
by
Jewish
author
Arthur
“Now wait a minute here,
ity! While realizing that civil
Koestler.
This
A3
size
sheet
mentions
the
Bob. I checked as soon as I saw
you. I was barely nudging 65.” Edomite connection, that the “Chosen Peo- government is a good gift from
God, when properly understood
The lie seemed to come easier
ple” masquerade is finally over, and what and implemented, family govwith every ticket. “Please, Jack, in
ernment is by far the more pracyou should do.
the car.” Flustered, Jack hunched
himself through the still-open order today #202 sug don 8 for $3, 20 for $5 tical, desirable, and of course,
Biblical administrative and
door. Slamming it shut, he stared
or 100 for $20 postpaid.
supervisory unit, providing the
at the dash board. He was in no
very best context and content for
rush to open the window. The minregulatory
overview.
One
example: Today we look to the
utes ticked by. Bob scribbled away on the pad. Why hadn’t
civil
realm
for
government
of health regulations and all
he asked for a driver’s license? Whatever the reason, it
sorts
of
health
care.
We
beg
for a bureaucracy that
would be a month of Sundays before Jack ever sat near this
requires
oversight,
micro-regulating,
certification, and
cop again. A tap on the door jerked his head to the left.
“appropriate
labelling”
of
every
conceivable
food and
There was Bob, a folded paper in his hand. Jack rolled down
activity
when
it
is
almost
always
a
food
or
activity
that
the window a mere two inches, just enough room for Bob to
should
be
governed
by
the
family.
And
then,
when
we’re
pass him the slip. “Thanks.” Jack could not quite keep the
sneer out of his voice. Bob returned to his police car without sick or old, we want the government to dictate our care.
But health care is first and foremost a family funca word. Jack watched his retreat in the mirror. Jack unfolded
tion.
My mother took responsibility for the nutritional
the sheet of paper. How much was this one going to cost?
health
of her family by the food she prepared and what
Wait a minute. What was this? Some kind of joke? Certainly
she
didn’t
let us eat. Believe it or not, even before all the
not a ticket. Jack began to read.
mandatory
labelling and government meddling, she knew
“Dear Jack, Once upon a time I had a daughter. She was
that
a
balanced
diet and moderation in all things was the
six when killed by a car. You guessed it -- a speeding driver.
key
to
good
health
and she didn’t shrink from the task of
A fine and three months in jail, and the man was free. Free to
providing
just
that.
Although she wouldn’t have thought
hug his daughters. All three of them. I only had one, and I’m
of
her
actions
in
these
terms, she was governing our diets.
going to have to wait until the resurrection before I can ever
Both
my
father
and
mother governed our health by
hug her again. A Thousand times I’ve tried to forgive that
limiting
the
amount
of
Tv
my brother, sister, and I could
man. A thousand times I thought I had. Maybe I did, but I
watch
before
we
were
ejected
from the house into the
need to do it again. Even now. Pray for me. And be careful.
yard
to
do
farm
chores
(my
brother
and I were my father’s
My son is all I have left. (signed) Bob.”
automatic
gutter
cleaner
in
the
barn,
thus saving substanJack turned around in time to see Bob’s police car pull
tially
on
the
cost
of
automation),
or
simply to play ball
away and head down the road. Jack watched until it disapand
work
off
energy
and
calories.
They
further governed
peared. A full 15 minutes later, he too, pulled away and
my
health
by
monitoring
the
friends
I
associated
with; in
drove slowly home, praying for forgiveness and hugging a
other
words,
they
regulated
my
associations,
keeping
me
surprised wife and kids when he arrived.
away
from
ungodly
people
who
would
have
corrupted
my
Life is precious - Handle with care!*
thinking and lead me into sins with definite healthCourtesy IT’s TiME, Box 642, NANANGO QLD 4615
destroying consequences [this is what children get in
Have a blessed and safe holiday period!
I am surprised that Ray included the “Water-driven Elec- schools, both primary and secondary, and what hometric Generator” article in It’s Time! (#83 p8) It is quite obvi- schooled children encounter when they first go to work!
ous that this will NOT work.. This sort of thing detracts from Unfortunately, most parents cannot employ their own
children. This is why they need to move to an area of
your paper’s credibility!
Christian community, where there are others of like-mind
Christian Identity Ministries - PO Box 146 - CARDWELL QLD 4849
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and like-age!!!!!!! CIM] (see almost all of Proverbs, esp
1:10-19, 4:14-27, and all of chapter 7).
The health and well-being of each member of our family
was always something my father and mother assumed was
their marital and parental obligation. Growing up, I cannot
once remember my parents thinking it was the duty of any
elected (or appointed) official to take responsibility for
whether or not I wore a bicycle helmet (and back then I
would have been laughed off any playground if I would have
shown up with a helmet, severely damaging my emotional
health!) My father did require that I wear a helmet as a condition for buying me a motorcycle, however. So, throwing
“cool” to the wind, I accepted the governing terms and
agreed to his regulating authority. I wore a helmet.
How about smoking? No state or federal government
needed here! Further, there was no call to tax the tobacco
companies to cover health care costs. My father smoked
most of his life and knew it was harmful to his health, but he
loved them! Fortunately he threatened me with my life if I
ever picked up the habit. Who says that “don’t do what I do,
do what I say” doesn’t work? While obviously not the desirable pattern, love does cover a multitude of sins with this
type of government administered at the family level where
communication is personal and the motives authentic (and
the threat very real).
In other words, my parents governed the daily health
aspects of our family by fulfilling the role established for
them by God, not by asking the city officials to draft guidelines for safe conduct. This family government - government
that never seems like government - is what is sorely needed
in Christian families today. The point is, modern conservative Christian families have no problem acknowledging a
husband-wife-children hierarchy, but they fail to grasp the
full implications of true family government. It’s more than
simply requiring a husband to treat his wife and children
nice; it’s more than calling upon a wife to “just say yes” to
the husband; and it’s more than raising children that don’t
despise their parents. Family government is, more than anything else, total life government. It’s the original Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare! The family governs relationships, conduct, finances, education, worship, work,
property, and almost anything else you can name. It’s for this
very reason that communist and socialist states always target
the family for destruction and eradication, substituting the
state in its place. They understand the family as a powerful
institution that balances the power and scope of the state.
And further, family government is as much about being
governed as it is governing. As the Roman centurion so well
understood, authority is only established under authority and
this is clearly exhibited within the family. Precisely because
Christian families are under the governing authority of God,
the husband and wife discover there are many regulating factors in family life. For instance, while as a father I govern
and regulate my children, it is undeniable that I am also governed and regulated by them. Not directly of course, but
through the responsibilities and obligations that are placed
upon me by God. My wife and I are reminded just how much
we are governed by our seven children (number eight on the
way) each time we plan on going out to dinner by ourselves.
School schedules, church activities, finding trustworthy
babysitters, and a host of other considerations regulate our
lives. A significant percentage of our family income is governed by the responsibility of placing our children in Christian schools (home education is far superior even to
Christian schools!! CIM). To a large extent the vehicles we
drive are governed by the number of children we have (never
try to cram nine people into a Camaro!).
The world sees the governing aspect of family life as
something to be despised and avoided. They see responsibility as the limitation of the “good life,” and Hollywood por-

trays that life through its sitcoms that revolve around 30somethings who are rootless, having neither spouses nor
children. But, of course, everyone knows that government is needed; so Hollywood’s answer is to seek to
transfer governing responsibility from the family to the
federal and state governments. While they pursue a
dreamworld where no individual is responsible for anything, they create instead a culture of dependence and servitude. This is true because if one never comes under
authority and learns to handle responsibility, stagnation
sets in and slavery, not more freedom, results.
However, the Christian family is an institution of
dominion specifically because it is under God’s authority,
with the parents accepting all the governing responsibilities. As parents govern and rule under God’s authority,
children learn to honor and respect them and submit willingly to the parents’ authority, which sets the stage for a
long and prosperous life for them (Dt 5:16). When
authority is submitted to and responsibilities fulfilled,
God promotes faithful servants into areas of greater leadership and authority. Hence, to be an elder or deacon in a
church requires proven success in family governing (1
Tim 3:40). An older woman can be entrusted to counsel
young wives only when she has successfully governed
her household and fulfilled her responsibilities (Tit 2:35). Because a man or woman comes under the authority
of God and learns to be governed in all areas of family
life, he or she can go on to greater things, securing the
confidence and admiration of those in church, business,
and politics. The sad reality is, however, that even conservative Christian families now view the family, not as a
training ground for godly dominion and kingdom
advancement, but as a hindrance to personal satisfaction
and fulfillment. Family life is tolerated, not enjoyed, and
children are seen only in terms of being wealth consumers and the source of inconvenient problems.
The Centrality of the Family
Ironically, many Christians see the responsibility of
administering Biblical family government as holding
them down spiritually, since they’re not able to attend
every church service, prayer meeting, Bible study, and
small group that is offered. Somehow we have moved
away from understanding the Biblical supposition of the
family as the foundation upon which all else is built. The
home should be a center for worship, of prayer, and Bible
study and it should go without saying that it’s the natural
“small group” (because most Christians are horrified by
the prospect of more than two children) where you can
and must develop and create long-lasting “relationships.”
May God grant us grace and mercy and raise up
strong Christian families that are governed by Jesus
Christ, Who is the Word of God. May the family government once more be conceived and acted upon in all the
fullness that God has set forth for it and may we embrace
that responsibility with faith and courage, trusting in God
to lead us into all righteousness.**
Courtesy Chalcedon Report, Box 158 Vallecito CA 95251 USA

May blessings and prosperity be multiplied to you in
this new year. Certainly everything is going according to
God’s plan, and it’s right in time. Thank you again for the
letters and clippings. Get the GST Mandate video and
show it to friends. We now have the Project Mandate
forms for you to sign and return. They will be sent along
with the video. We look forward to increased interest and
increased numbers in the New Year. Please pray and
work towards those ends with us. We thank all those
whose regular donations keep the bills paid, which are
ever increasing. May the God of our forefathers, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob bless you for your continued faithfulness, and give you His protection,
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